Presentation of Degree Projects

Date: Thursday 7th of December
Place: Main Hall

10:00
Elva Nano
RIVERCITY flowing right --> AquaFo(A)rming a new center of production in the borders of Gothenburg and Partille
(PS/AO) HF, JBO, LL

12:30
Tilda Kristersson
A RURAL REPLY A design proposal for a self-sustainable women center focused on overcoming rural challenges in Kisumu County, Kenya.
(PS/JÅ) HF, JBO, LL

14:00
Atanaska Foteva
WASTE FIELD, FRONT FIELD Modular Incremental Re-cycling of Waste and Fabric in Tarlabasi Istanbul, Turkey
(PS/AO) HF, JBO, LL

EXAMINER
Peter Siöström (PS)

JURY MEMBERS
Harrison Fraker (HF), Jenny B Osuldsen (JBO), Laura Liuke (LL)

SUPERVISORS
Andreas Olsson (AO), Johnny Åstrand (JÅ)